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While historians line up to debate whether Rome is historically authentic or not, look at the production 
from the BBC’s perspective. It represents such a good deal that signing up for a second series of equal 
length must have been one of Jane Tranter’s simplest ‘win win’ decisions in these cost slashing days. 

 

Ciaran Hinds as Julius Caesar in Rome on BBC Two Photo: BBC / HBO / Franco Biciocchi 

What I mean by this is that for a BBC investment of £800,000 an episode, the cost of a reasonably well 
funded but not lavish hour of British television drama, it gains a gripping, prime time, historical series 
starring top British actors, and co-production credits with Home Box Office. And all for around 14% of 
the total cost. 

As the British leading actors led by Ciaran Hinds (Julius Caesar) said at the screening, this was not like 
taking part in a television drama. It was done on an epic film-style budget, and it certainly shows on 
screen. The only sad thing is that the first series ends, as it must, with Caesar’s assassination and 
Hinds’ departure. But this, overall, is a fabulous showcase for British talent. 

Of course, it could have been money down the drain if the HBO team had screwed up, but the evidence 
on screen is they have gone for this drama in the most energetic of ways, and with a combination of 
British born Bruno Heller and Michael Apted as consultant, have stuck to the promise to make it 
European. 

It looks like something the BBC would have made if it had the money to be in the driving seat. While I 
have a soft spot for Spartacus and Gladiator, it really does not come with mid-Atlantic compromises. 
After the mess made of Troy and Alexander, Hollywood’s moguls should take stock. And on the point 
of authenticity, as someone who spends each August among the Roman sites around Naples, including 
Pompeii, the recreation of Roman street life and lavish patrician villas are absolutely spot on. And so is 
the cruelty. 

The BBC says this marks the start of a series of HBO co-productions after associations over Band of 
Brothers and, in a more minor way, The Gathering Storm, about Churchill’s years in waiting, whose 
success and Emmy took the BBC by surprise. Heller actually hopes that there might be sufficient 
audience interest to allow Rome to roll for five years, telling the story of the entire Roman Empire’s 
rise and fall. I hope so. But there are two hitches. One is that, while the wonderfully realised Bleak 



House is also raising the BBC’s drama standard high this autumn, you have to wonder whether the 
decision to axe production of the Cranford Chronicles, an Elizabeth Gaskell-inspired expensive 
costume drama, is a straw in the wind. 

Also, future deals will open up a big gap between HBO-assisted drama and everything else. For 
example, I am finding it increasingly hard to engage with relatively low budget historical 
reconstructions at the moment - BBC2’s disappointing Catherine the Great from independents from 
Brook Lapping is a case in point. 

• Much is being made of the flight of top BBC talent to the independent sector, exemplified by BBC3 
controller Stuart Murphy’s hiring by ambitious super independent RDF. Is there a crisis? The truth is 
complicated. 

There is most certainly a mood of revolt among many of Mark Thompson’s top team due to the harsh 
cuts in budgets and staff. It is the manner as much as the policy that grates. Second, once Thompson 
had decided on the Window of Creative Competition, which opens up to a half of BBC programming to 
independent producers, the writing was on the wall. This combines with the new terms of trade, 
underpinning the boom in independent fortunes. 

Murphy, after a bumpy ride, achieved a range of successes on BBC3, from comedy to parenting, though 
failed the all-important BBC news test. But until BBC3 and BBC4 are allowed to expand as 24-hour 
channels, despite generous budgets, they face a serious uphill struggle. 


